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The Twelve Lessons of Oneness 
Message Three: The Great Treasure 

Originally Delivered December 29, 2007 at TOSA Ranch, New Mexico, USA 
Through Wisdom Teacher Sri Ram Kaa & Master Lady Kira Raa 

Archangel Zadkiel speaks: 
 
YES! A glorious hello, indeed, is it not? Gloriousness is a great presence and a treasure. Many 
are treasure hunters, are they not? Seeking treasure here and there.. little diamonds and 
jewels. YOU ARE the treasure, and YOU…KNOW this! 

 
Discovering your Divine Presence 
As YOU move forward in the treasure of your truth; in the treasury of your soul’s expanded 

understanding of ALL that has ever been, in this great time of illumination, there are many 
treasures that you will uncover. 

The greatest treasure of ALL… is to re-cognize that with-in your heart, ONENESS ALL-WAYS 
arises through stillness in action. 

 
Beloved Ones! Beloved Angels! YOU ARE… at a great turning of a cycle. A great wheel that 
is ready to culminate and turn again. As you move forward and the wheel turns, the 
treasures that have been buried will reveal themselves. You do not need to an ax, a pick, a 
shovel or a big machine. YOU…simply need to be AWARE of the cycle turning. 

 
Within your heart and energy field, your genetic DNA contains great treasures, re- 
cognitions, and understandings. Each of these has been present, is present, and will all-ways 
be present. It cannot be found when you try to dig. 

 
When you try to dig, they will, indeed, either find a new home, move aside, or offer you the 
awareness of the digging process as the gift.
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The digging process can be tenuous, can it not? When ground is frozen, if you were to dig, it 
would be tedious, would it not? After a little while you would declare, “My back hurts, my 
arm hurts, my heart hurts”. This is because you are digging against the natural flow. The 
ground is frozen and saying, “Leave me now, let me rest, let me rejuvenate, let me be. Your 
time will come for digging and I will reveal to you the time for digging by offering you 
softness. A thawing, a comfort, so that you may effort-less-ly discover what you need 
without the challenge of digging against the flow.” 

 
BE-LOVED Ones! YOU ARE at the time of great support. Receiving the revelation 

of the treasures offering YOU the great unfoldment of your divine presence. 
This is not something that you must dig for! IT IS… indeed, preparing YOU to move into the 
Great Cycle of Divine Oneness, as the ALLness is expressing IT-self. Digging for treasure has 
been celebrated and rewarded in many ways. And…can be joyous or heartbreaking in the 
search. 

 
Balancing the Energy of Action 
One of the greatest treasures that is harvested from your world, you call oil. It has been 
dug, cherished, revealed, and celebrated. It has many ways to be. As one treasure 
diminishes, another treasure reveals itself. The oil of your world is a lifeblood of your planet 
that has now been taken away. If you were to drain your body of all blood, how would it 
perform? 

 
Perhaps it is time to say: enough taking of the blood. This gift has given ALL. IT IS… time to 
offer a new gift.   
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I AM Discourses: Page 16 

ALL outer form... and its attendant expression... is the Experience Life by which, each 
indi-vid-u-will may learn—through their own experiences—the True Source of their Being. 

AND! Arise... again... into the Full-ness of Perfection,  
through the Self-Consciousness Knowing thus attained. 

The outer experience of Life is a constant, changing, passing picture, that the outer mind has 
created in its pretense of being the Real Actor. Thus, the attention is constantly fixed upon the 
outer... which, alone, contains imperfection that the Children of God have forgotten their own 
Divinity. And! ARE returning to IT... again.  
 

I AM Discourses:  Pages 100-102 

Thou Great Happiness!  The Mighty Presence and Power which "I AM"!  I embody Thee as I go 
forth in the hearts of humankind...  anchoring there, and illuminating their minds, bodies and 
homes, lifting them with Thy Great Happiness.  

Open the door of consciousness, so that the Mighty Power, which "I AM", arises in Full 
Perfection. Oh Mighty Presence!  Hold the Children of Light, the Indi-vidu-wills of God, hold 
them close in Thy Embrace.   

Let Thy Quality flow forth in their command, filling them with Thy Great Peace.  
Oh Mighty Presence of Justice! Enter and reign in ALL official places.  
 
Let the destructive intent of mankind be revealed. May that destructive intent be consumed.  
 
May the Full-ness and Power, of Thy Radiant Light, enfold ALL, and Thy Glorious Transcendent 
Light illuminate ALL places.  
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Discourse IX: 09 October 30, 1932  SAINT GERMAIN 
 

Thou Mighty, ALL-Power-full, Active Presence of the Divine/God!  

We ever grow with deeper praise, thanks, and gratitude to Thee for Thy Life, Light, and 
Intelligent Power manifest every-where in the Universe. Thy Active Presence manifests in the 

mind, body, home, world and affairs of every-one. 

Enable us... to understand and feel, Thy Radiant Power. ALL-ways active in this world, affairs, 
and business, knowing no single activity can go wrong. Thou dost govern ALL action in Thy Love 
and Justice, guiding and a-lion-ing ALL. 

Thou Mighty Supreme Ruler of the Universe whose Law is Justice and Power is Invincible- 
protect America in Thy Great, Blazing, Loving Presence. Reveal to the authorities of the United 
States of America any wrong activities 

 
"I AM" the Mighty Channel of Justice, claiming all now and for all time, that they serve only the 
cause of America and the Light of God. No human thought shall enter in or hand shall be raised 
against her. She is sealed within the Love of the "Great Ascended Host of Light" forever. 

 
Mighty God of the Universe! Thy Love, Light, Wisdom, Intelligence and Justice are illuminating 
every office in ALL the land; ALL political graft is wiped out for-ever.  Thou shalt reign through 
Thy Creation and Thy Children in Perfect Justice to ALL.  

I bring you Greetings from the Great Host, ever watching over and ministering through their 
Divine Radiation—to heal, bless, enlighten and prosper ALL who say YES.  
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Archangel Zadkiel continues: 
 
Around YOU… are many, many gifts. In this Time of Great Action, one of the greatest gifts 
YOU can offer in the claiming of your ONEness, is to allow yourself the infusion of gifts that 
do not take and sustain the ALL. 

 
Do you receive through taking, or are you receiving through BEing?
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This is an important discernment toward claiming your ONEness. When you receive, are you 
taking, or BEing? This is an important gift to remember. When you take, the energy 
becomes imbalanced. The energy of taking perpetuates ALLness. Taking is an ALLness 
energy. In the ALLness, many take in many ways. 

 
To take something simply to take it, have it, or own it, a great illusion we could talk about 
much, perpetuates ALLness. This is fine, if the perpetuation of ALLness is seeking resolution 
into ONEness. 

 
BE-LOVED Ones! Your Planet, your Beloved Earth, in this coming year, will suddenly find 
herself saying, “I can not give you more. I am dying if I do.” 

 
It will be a great challenge for many, “We want to take!  Let us drill here and there.” It would 
be as if someone said to you, “Let me cut open your head and see what I can find. I need just a 
little bit of your brain.” How would you function with just a little bit taken?  Taken! Not given. 
And…the truth, BE-LOVED Ones, is that you could offer your entire brain as a giV and function 
quite well. Yes! 

The Action of Stillness 
IT IS…a great moment when the ALLness is truly ALL-ing itself! As ALLness is ALL-ing IT- 
Self… YOU ARE being invited into ONEness through action, and stillness.  Stillness. As we 
offer the word stillness, what do you think of? Buddha in a cave? A tree, without wind? 
Maybe. What is stillness? 

The truth of stillness is that the brain has relaxed, allowing YOU to simply BE in the 
presence of YOU. Without interference or the need to take any-thing. Simply BEing. 

IT IS… with great action…. that YOU ARE in this stillness. 
 
YOU…ARE…in a world of action. Let us begin with breathing! Breathe in deeply and then 
let the breath out. Action! YOU ARE… constantly in action. If you are breathing, you are in 
action. If you are moving, you are in action. If you have a body, you are in action! 
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To say that stillness can only be achieved in one way, is an ALLness expression. ALLness 
seeks ultimatums. ALLness seeks polarity…to be one way or another without recognizing 
ONEness. It is ALL actions that have called forward the Universal recognition, integration, 
and presence of The ONE. The YOU and YOU and ALL of the YOU…and All of the ME and 
ME’s. 

BE-Loved ONES, in your Time of Action, it will be as if a blink of an eye. And, in this blink 
of an eye, every-thing will have changed. Transportation will change. The way that you 

allow your-self to integrate will change. The way that YOU proceed will change. 
Because. it must! In the stillness, in the recognition of action, in the ALLness culmination, 

ONEness IS…All-ready with thee. 
 

Ask: “How do I interact in ONEness? What is ONEness for me?” Then ask: “What is ONEness 
for the ONE?” First begin with the me, because your me’s are very much alive! Me…me! 
Honor this. Offer the me stillness, recognition, and the presence of BEing. In the Divine flow, 
ALL doors open and things become effort-less. You discover that one flow opens into another, 
and within the flow there are those who come and those who go. The emotional body 
responds with feelings. One comes in and you experience joy and when one leaves… pain. 

These responses to the expansionary flow are a beautiful gi] if you allow them to 
be flow of awakened consciousness. 

 

IT IS… in the stagnation and owning of the energy, that it can never be another way, that 
your expansion into ONEness stops and you remain in ALLness. “I was hurt once, I will 
always be hurt, thereby hurting is my way of Life.” ALLness. “I was in relationship once, it 
was awful, I will never have relationship again.” ALLness. 

 

As you expand beyond ALLness consciousness, you arrive into the flow, a Divine portal, a 
Divine doorway that opens for you in ALL-ways. Then the little me arises, “Holy Moly!” Yes! 
The little me will come up quite a bit! BE-loved Ones, your precious world is asking you to 
grow up! The little me has had a good ride. Yes! It is a well-fed child, and, oh, the clothing! 
Yes!  The little me is ready to retire! Invite ALL of your relationships, your energies, your 
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expansion….ALL of your interaction to arise from Oneness. ONE re-cognizing ONE, 
celebrating ALL experiences. When the little me arises, have a party! Yes. Honor the little 
me, and as it returns it-self to ALLness, YOU continue in ONEness. This is stillness in action. 

Stillness in action is the re-cognition of ALL experience illuminating the ALL. 
Bringing together the undeniable ONEness of Presence that releases doubt and ALL 

judgment, especially of thy-self. BE-loved Angels! Time to stop judging you. 
YOU ARE… beauty-full, whole, and ready for ONEness, 

or you would not be HERE…in this form… now. 
 
The year upon you, will ignite great floods of consciousness upon your world. Many of these 
floods will be literal, and many will be in the realm of etheric energy. You are swimming! If 
you do not know how, we suggest you take lessons. IT IS… a time to learn to float, again.  
Float with the energy! BE present. Avoid taking as this action will be most uncomfortable. 
AND…the Action of receiving will return IT-self with great abundant presence. Beloved Ones, 
are you receiving through stillness or the perception of righteousness?  Where are you 
receiving from? Your traditional root center that says, “the me must receive this.” Or, is it 
from the heart, knowing, “This receiving ignites ONEness for ALL.” 

 
BE-loved Angels! Abundance quickly shifts in the terms of money, as YOU re-cognize 
abundance is all-ready upon thee. It cannot ever be taken from you unless YOU ARE… your- 
self in the energy of taking. For in the energy of taking, you attract other takers. 
What is it you wish to attract? Receive, give, take. Power-full energies, power-fully expressed 
in ALLness and beautiful expressions, indeed. 

 
Empowering the Release of Doubt 
In this Time of Action, the gift is that ALL lessons will be instantaneous; how fun is that? 
Instantaneous! You won’t need to wait! Pay attention! First and foremost, are you still with 
doubt about the truth of who YOU…ARE? Are you doubting the truth of YOU? Do you still 
take energy from another to fill you up, because you do not feel whole yourself? Start there. 
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As you release the doubt of the truth of who YOU..ARE… then continue. Can you release ALL 
doubt that you are here, indeed, in the Divine manifestation of the perfected pathway that 
is yours… now? Can you release ALL doubt of that? This is the second step. 

Then continue. As you release the doubt that any-thing you have done, or another has done 
as perceived as toward you or with you, was wrong… and, as you are able to recognize the 
expansionary energy that has come forward, it is yours to be present with. 

BE-loved Ones, there will be many takers, receivers, and givers along with many who are in 
stillness through action. If you seek to pull away, then pull away well! Dig in, get your 
supplies, and do it. 

In this time of ONEness, of ALLness and reunification… to walk among, to 
BE Presence, to BE in the Flow, to gift your-self with the release of ALL 

doubt, is stillness in action. 
BE still. Find your treasure without digging in the cold. You do not need a hatchet or a 
shovel. The tool that is with you NOW, is your own re-cognition of your Divine presence. 

In the re-cognition of your Divine presence, the treasure will 
reveal IT-self and ALL is ready to be revealed. 

 
The Action of Trusting your own Heart 
Every-thing IS in action. Every-thing is within this flood of energy. You see many floods of 
information and other things, whether of a material nature, of any nature, floods and floods 
and floods and floods! 

Without trust in your own guidance, even our words will not mean a thing to you. 
IT IS…a gi] when you hear our words and call into your own heart, the 
trusting re-cognition through your mastery presence energy. This is a 

gift that only YOU can give your-self. 
 
There will be many words, very soon, from many, who are very well funded to give you many 
words. IT IS… YOUR heart that will discern those words! The great gift of these many words, 
will be that you must trust your own heart to navigate them. 
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BE-LOVED Angels! 

The Kingdom of Light is at hand! IT IS…within your heart. 
IT IS… within your Love. YOU ARE… great soldiers of the Great Worlds of Love. 

BE in Action. Let stillness BE… in action. 
Trust your-self! BE great-full for who YOU…ARE! 

KNOW that YOU…ARE… ready. 
YOU will move through the ALL floods effort-less-ly. 

And so… IT…IS. 
 


